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Abstract—A terrain aided navigation method for an underwater glider is proposed using the vehicles ded-reckoned navigation
solution, onboard altimeter and a local multibeam map. The
algorithm is modified such to maintain the low power draw of
the vehicle and is run offline using data collected from missions
in 2010 and 2012 in Holyrood Arm, Newfoundland. The results
show the algorithm is capable of maintaining a location estimate
accurate to within the order of 100’s of meters without requiring
a surfacing event for a new GPS fix.
Index Terms—Underwater Gliders, AUVs, Navigation, TAN

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of underwater vehicles as a platform for oceanic
research is an excellent way to collect high quality data in a
challenging environment. However, depending on the operational requirements of the particular platform the associated
operational costs can be a limiting factor. Conventional propeller driven autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), with
endurances ranging from several hours to 1-2 days, typically
require the close proximity of a surface vessel for launch,
recovery and in some cases mission monitoring.
Long range AUVs, capable of travelling thousands of kilometers before needing to be recovered are recently the focus
of significant interest [1], [2], [3]. Long range vehicles have
been introduced as a method to reduce the operational cost
further. Underwater gliders are a type of long range underwater
vehicle, however, they require surface access for navigation,
have limited speed and require vertical translation for forward
movement [4]. The Hybrid glider has been developed previously as a means to augment the abilities of an underwater
glider [5]. The hybrid system consists of the addition of an
auxiliary propeller based propulsion system. This auxiliary
propulsion system allows the vehicle to move in the horizontal
plane and achieve higher overall velocities. This ability to
traverse through higher currents is desirable for operations
in the Labrador Current off the coast of Newfoundland and
Labrador. The ability of the vehicle to move horizontally
is also desirable for operations through ice infested waters
or beneath pack ice. However, the ability of the vehicle
to navigate without surface access is required for sustained
operation during the winter months.
To achieve long range navigation with an underwater glider

without surface access the navigation solution must consume
an average power of less than a few Watts and have a bounded
position error which meets the needs of the mission. Ideally,
the system would be scalable with accuracy and power to
provide more accurate position locations at the expense of
a higher energy consumption. To obtain bounded position
estimates it is desirable to use location techniques which rely
on predictable measurable features. These measurements must
be capable of being low power and the position calculation
simple enough to not require significant processing power.
The majority of navigation techniques require a system
to maintain a sense of orientation and location within a
given frame of reference. These techniques may be broadly
categorized into those methods relying on internal cues and
those relying on external cues. In practice many systems use
a hybridization of both internal and external cues to maintain
information on their orientation and location. Existing methods
for underwater navigation may be grouped into geophysical,
acoustic, inertial and model based techniques. Two recent survey papers by Kinsey et al. [6] and Sutters et al. [7] summarize
much of the state of the art in underwater navigation.
Bathymetric navigational aids make use of pre-existing
bathymetric maps to help bound the position error of an
AUV through depth measurements. General limitations of
this technique are due to the range of the acoustic sensors,
generally around 100 m, low terrain variability which increases
the uncertainty of the estimate and the power requirements
of the sensors. However, success has been achieved with
single beam altimeters, multibeam sonars, DVLs and other
acoustic arrangements which give a measure of the bathymetry
when combined with the vehicle depth given by the pressure
sensor [8], [9]. Relative navigation techniques rely on feature
variability in past measurements which is compared to a map.
Statistical estimators are then used to generate an estimate of
the current position of the vehicle given prior measurements
to locate a vehicle to a given position. A few successful
demonstrations of these techniques on real systems have been
shown [10], [11], [12]. The majority of these demonstrations
use the existing fused navigation solution from the DVL aided
inertial navigation system as an input to the terrain aided
navigation (TAN) algorithm. The TAN algorithm estimates

a location which is then integrated back into the navigation
solution. These methods have been termed loosely coupled.
Recently, a tightly coupled solution has been proposed which
uses low grade inertial sensors aided by an DVL directly in
the filter used for the terrain aided navigation [13]. This tight
coupling has the effect of increasing the number of states in the
terrain algorithm but increasing the reliability and accuracy.
Of the available methods only the acoustic baseline systems
and geophysical aided navigation provide bounded location
estimates. For long range vehicles travelling hundreds of
kilometers acoustic methods would require either a very low
frequency sound source, a net of multiple sound sources or
a surface vessel shadowing the AUV. The Slocum Electric
underwater glider is already equipped with the sensors needed
for a rudimentary terrain aided navigation scheme. As such
a brief overview of the vehicle is presented followed by
an in depth look at the theory for terrain aided navigation
extended to a small embedded system with limited memory
and processing capabilities. This extension makes use of the
existing ded-reckoning algorithm in the underwater glider for
the navigation update in the terrain aided navigation filter. The
proposed algorithm is used to re-navigate datasets from 2010
and 2012 collected in Holyrood Arm, Newfoundland which
overlap a multibeam bathymetric map collected by Memorial
University’s Marine Institute.

Ded-reckoning systems keep track of the location of the
vehicle using an initial location and adding the incremental
displacements given by the product of the vehicle velocity
and the time difference between measurements. The glider’s
ded-reckoning system uses the pressure and attitude sensors to
estimate the horizontal velocity components. Since the vehicle
is typically moving vertically there is a persistent vertical
velocity component which is read in using the pressure sensor.
Additionally, since the vehicle is typically moving at a nonzero pitch angle, the vehicle velocity may be calculated as in
Eqn. 1
vg =

vz
cos(θ)

(1)

The vehicle velocity may be further decomposed into the
horizontal velocity components as in Eqn. 2 - 3
vx = vg sin(ψ + δ)

(2)

vy = vg cos(ψ + δ)

(3)

where ψ is the vehicle magnetic heading and δ is the magnetic
declination. The horizontal velocity components are used in
conjunction with the time between measurements to estimate
the change in position as in eqn. 4 - 5
dx = vx dt

(4)
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dy = vy dt

(5)

The Slocum underwater glider uses ballast changes as its
main propulsive force. The ballast system is located in the
nose of the vehicle and assists in the change in pitch necessary
to form a suitable glide path. A mass shifting mechanism
attached to one of the battery packs acts as a vernier pitch
adjustment mechanism to control the vehicle pitch to a precise
angle. The cyclic positive and negative vertical forces from
the ballast system creates lift due to the wings and moves
the vehicle vehicle forward when the vehicle pitch is within a
certain range of values. For the Slocum glider the pitch values
which produce the most forward movement is in the range of
20 to 30 degrees.
Before a given deployment a glider’s mass is adjusted such
that the vehicle is neutrally buoyant and the center of mass is
directly below the center of buoyancy when the ballast system
and the mass shifting are both in the center of their range.
At this stage the glider user plans the mission by selecting
appropriate waypoints for the vehicle to navigate to as well
as other vehicle parameters such as desired pitch, surfacing
conditions, minimum altitude and others. During the mission
the vehicle attempts to reach the waypoints by moving forward
in its cyclic pattern and by steering using its rudder and
magnetic compass. If the vehicle reaches a surfacing condition
such as hit a waypoint or too long underwater, it will surface,
obtain a new GPS fix, establish the range and bearing of the
waypoint and continue on its way. In this navigational scheme
the vehicle tracks its progress to the waypoints using dedreckoning.

The ded-reckoning process may be summarized as in Eqn.
6-7 in which the displacements are added to the current
location estimate
xk+1 = xk + dx

(6)

yk+1 = yk + dy

(7)

where k is the time step. The ded-reckoning scheme for
underwater gliders described above works well for profiling
missions with ready access to the surface for GPS updates.
For missions with limited surface access or where mission
requirements limit time spent coming back to the surface a
new bounded error method is needed.
III. T HEORY
The general terrain aided navigation problem attempts to
localize a body using a-priori maps, some knowledge of the
body’s movements and measurements which relate the body
to the map. This solution is broadly based on the sequential
importance sampling (SIS) method [14], [15] which is outlined
in Fig. 1
The SIS algorithm draws many guesses, or particles xik , of
the where the current measurement zk related to the map might
be. These particles are drawn according to the importance
density function q(xk |Xik−1 , Zk ) where Xik−1 and Zk indicate
the full sequence from k = 0 to k − 1 and k = 0 to k
respectively. Each particle’s location has an associated value
from the map which is compared to the measurement to

i
i
N
[{xik ,wki }N
i=1 ]=SIS [{xk−1 ,wk−1 }i=1 ,zk ]
for i = 1 to N do
draw particles: xik ∼ q(xk |xik−1 , zk )

p(zk |xik )p(xik |xik−1 )
q(xk |xik−1 ,zk )

i
evaluate weights: w̃ki = wk−1
end for
N
P
w̃ki
calculate total weight: t =
i=1

for i = 1 to N do
normalize weights: wki =
end for

i
w̃k
t

Fig. 1: Sequential Importance Sampling Algorithm
evaluate its weight w̃ki . These weights are normalized such
that the sum of all the weights is equal to one using the total
weight t, to shape them into a probability distribution. The
estimate of the location of the measurement is then given by
the sum of the product of each particle’s location with the
particles weight as in Eqn. 8
x̂k =

N
X

xik wki

(8)

i=1

where x̂k is the state estimate of from the SIS algorithm which
is effectively the weighted centroid of the particle cloud.
The classic SIS algorithm presents several difficulties with
its implementation. It is quite difficult to formulate an importance density of the form q(xk |Xik−1 , Zk ). In general, the
optimal choice of importance density has been shown [16] to
be of the form in Eqn. 9
q(xk |Xik−1 , Zk ) = p(xk |xik−1 , zk )

(9)

which with manipulation leads to Eqn. 10
wki

∝

i
wk−1
p(zk |xik−1 )

Since the algorithm is to run on an small embedded processor it was desired that it be efficient in its memory and
usage. To accomplish the algorithm was modified to limit the
memory requirements in order to allow it to run on a memory
limited embedded microprocessor. By analyzing the algorithm
in Fig. 1 the need to store the particle information is predicated
by the calculation of the total weight for normalization. The
normalization of the weights may be moved outside the main
loop by simply accumulating the weights along with the
weighted state estimates and using the accumulated values to
compute the centroid of the particles. In this way the complete
knowledge of the particles is not required outside of the main
loop to compute the state estimate.
Additionally, the use of the prior weights requires their storage between iterations of the filter. To remove this requirement
it is proposed to store the information necessary to compute the
prior weights and compute all of the priors at each iteration.
For each iteration the particles are drawn using a psuedorandom number generator with a fixed seed such that locations
are deterministic, allowing the computation of each particle’s
weight at each time step. In this way the storage requirements
are reduced to the prior and current measurements, state
estimates and state updates from the current time frame.
The result of these modifications to the SIS algorithm
is termed the sequential importance sampling accumulating
(SISA) algorithm as shown in Fig. 2
[x̃k , w̃k ]=SISA [x̂k−1−nk :k−1 ,xk−nk :k ,hk−nk :k ]
for i = 1 to N do
for j = 0 to nk do
draw particle: xik−j ∼ p(xk−j |x̂k−j−1 )
evaluate weights: wki = p(hk−j |xik−j )
end for
nk
Q
calculate the weight product: wk =
wki
j=0

(10)

Another of the classic problems of the SIS algorithm is
related to the use of the prior densities. As the prior densities
accumulate the weights of the particles become more concentrated with the majority of the particles having very little
weight. This concentration of particle weights is termed sample impoverishment. To optimize the algorithm re-sampling
is often performed in which those particles with very little
weight are dropped and the particles with a lot of weight are
multiplied. This process leads to another problem in which the
particle cloud becomes very small and no longer provides any
corrective behavior, termed particle collapse. To ameliorate
this issue the particles may be ”jittered” where they are slightly
perturbed or more intelligent re-sampling techniques may be
used. In this work a different approach is used where the
prior densities are weighted less the farther back in time they
are and only the prior densities within a certain time frame
of the current measurement are used. In this way sample
impoverishment and particle collapse are mitigated and the
resampling and jittering steps are not included.

accumulate weighted estimates: x̃k = x̃k−1 + wk xik
accumulate weights: w̃k = w̃k−1 + wk
end for
Fig. 2: Sequential Importance Sampling Accumulating Algorithm
In the SISA algorithm the particles, xik−j , are drawn according to the probability of the state update, xk−j , given the prior
state estimate x̂k−j−1 for which the weights wki are evaluated
using the water depth estimate hk−j at the particles location
where i is the particle number, j is the prior and k is the time
step. The weight product wk incorporates the nk priors for
each particle and the state estimates x̃k and weights w̃k are
accumulated.
The estimate of the location of the measurement is then
given by the quotient of the accumulated weighted estimates
and weights as in Eqn. 11
x̃k
(11)
w̃k
For the underwater glider navigation particle filter implex̂k =
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Fig. 3: Locations of the altimeter and pressure transducer
relative to each other and the center of buoyancy

mentation of SISA three states are used. These states being
the cartesian x and y as shown in Eqn. 12
 
xk
xk =
(12)
yk

used which uses Snell’s law to compute the path based on the
sound speed profile obtained from the glider’s CTD [18].
The vehicle altimeter assumes a uniform sound speed of
1500 m/s and reports an altitude. The ray tracing is performed
by backing the travel time out of this initial estimate, using
the vehicle roll and pitch to compute the beam angle and
the altimeter depth as the starting depth. The result of this
calculation is the ray traced altitude, ẑa which is computed
for every altitude measurement.
The tidal variation is also included in the water depth
model to account for the time varying signal of the water
depth. The tidal correction, zt,k , may be either historical
measurements or from a predictive model. In this work the
historical measurements from the St. John’s, Newfoundland
station in the Canadian Tides and Water Levels Data Archive
were used.
The complete measurement model is given in Eqn. 16
hk−j = zg + xap sin(θ) + ẑa + zt,k

(16)

where zg is the glider depth, xap is the distance from the
pressure sensor to the altimeter along the vehicle axis, ẑa is
The particles are drawn using a normally distributed pseudo- the ray traced altitude, θ is the vehicle pitch and zt,k is the
random number generator as shown in Eqn. 13
tidal signal.
One of the drawbacks of the SISA algorithm is its sensitivity
p
to outliers in the water depth measurements. These outliers

N (x̂k−j−1 + dxk−j , 4p kdxk−j , dyk−j k)
p(xk−j |x̂k−j−1 ) =
can be the result of physical objects such as seaweed and
N (ŷk−j−1 + dyk−j , 4 kdxk−j , dyk−j k)
(13) shoals of fish or a faulty acoustic return. In the case of a
where dxk−j and dyk−j provide the location update from the significant outlier one of the prior particle clouds will have
a uniformly negligible probability which propagates through
ded-reckoning for the k th time step at the j th prior.
the particle weight product. To mitigate this effect a lower
The evaluation of the weights is given by Eqn. 14
limit is placed on the difference between the water depth
measurement and the particle water depth equivalent to five
i
ˆ k−j−1 |hk−j , σh )
p(hk−j |xik−j ) = N (ĥk−j + δz
(14) times the terrain variance in Eqn. 15. In essence this lower
limit reverts the SISA algorithm to using the ded-reckoned
where hk−j is the water depth estimated by the glider for the measurement updates for outliers with a difference greater than
i
k th time step at the j th prior, ĥk−j is the water depth estimate five sigma.
To evaluate the particle’s weights, the water depth at each
for the ith particle at the k th time step and the j th prior and
i
σh is defined as in Eqn. 15 [17]
particle’s location, ĥk−j is needed from an a-priori map. The
map used in this work is a multibeam map created from
q
1
2
σh =
1 + (0.023(j + 1)za,k−j )
(15) surveys done by the Memorial University’s Marine Institute.
2
The multibeam data is a collection of geo-referenced water
The water depth estimate from the glider combines the depth depths which are then gridded to 1/50000th of a degree. The
of the vehicle given by the pressure sensor with the altitude of value of the map at the particle location is then obtained
the vehicle given by the altimeter. The altimeter is a 3 degree through bilinear interpolation.
The SISA algorithm is proposed for use on memory limited,
beam width, 200 kHz device located in the nose of the vehicle
and angled at 26 degrees such that at the nominal dive angle power limited systems which have low update rate requirethe altimeter points straight down. The Micron 300 pressure ments on the location estimate. In the case of the underwater
transducer for the vehicle is ported in the rear bulkhead. The glider, new altitude measurements are only retrieved while
locations and orientations of these devices relative to the center diving with an update rate on the order of 10’s of seconds.
This situation lends itself well to the SISA algorithm.
of buoyancy are illustrated in Fig. 3
Since the altimeter and pressure transducer are not coIV. R ESULTS
located their vertical separation must be accounted for in the
water depth estimate. Additionally, as the density of water
The SISA algorithm was used to re-navigate glider trachanges the speed and direction of the sound through the water jectories of existing datasets which overlapped the region of
changes. To correct for this a simple ray tracing algorithm is the bathymetric map in Holyrood Arm. These datasets were
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Fig. 4: GPS corrected ded-reckoned location estimates (blue)
computed from the ded-reckoned estimates (red) using the
difference between the last ded-reckoned estimate (cyan) and
the GPS fix upon surfacing (green) applied as a constant
disturbance from the diving GPS fix (black) to the last dedreckoned estimate
collected in October 2010 and October 2012 using a 200m
electric Slocum underwater glider. For these tests the glider
comes back to the surface every hour or so and corrects the
drift in its position estimate. The glider locations are post
corrected using these GPS updates as illustrated in Fig. 4
The GPS corrected glider locations are used as the baseline
locations for comparison of the performance of the SISA
algorithm which only uses the first pre-dive GPS location
to initialize the process. This method of baseline comparison
is most accurate at the locations of the GPS updates during
surfacing events with the uncertainty increasing to a maximum
halfway between updates. It should also be noted that because
the glider does not record data, in particular attitude and
altitude, during surfacing events the surface drift, that is the
surfacing GPS location minus the diving GPS location, is
removed from the SISA re-navigation.
The SISA algorithm builds its location estimates at each
water depth measurement update using the current and previous water depth measurements within a certain time period,
in this case 10 minutes, as illustrated in Fig. 5
For each water depth measurement the SISA algorithm
generates particles as in Eqn. 13 and computes their weights
according to how well the water depth interpolated from the
map at the particles location matches the water depth measurement as in Eqn. 14. Each particle in the SISA algorithm
is tracing a trajectory through the state space. As such the
particle weight product is the result of the product of each set
of prior particle weights. The complete set of particle weights
is shown in Fig. 6 with the resulting particle weight product
in Fig. 7in a region of low terrain variability
The prior particle weight clouds and the particle weight
product for a region of higher terrain variability is shown in

Lon
Lat

Fig. 5: Previous 10 minutes of measurements where red dots
are the GPS corrected ded-reckoned solutions, green lines
show the vehicle depth at the locations of the water depth
measurements, blue lines show the altitudes. Contour lines are
of the multibeam map in 1m intervals
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Figs. 8-9
The particle weight products shown in Figs. 7 and 9
give insight into the balance between the ded-reckoning and
the SISA solution. The particles are propagated in the state
space by the ded-reckoned measurement updates. The particles
are also distributed in a gaussian manner about this point.
In the example shown with higher terrain variability this
concentration of particles towards the center is evident by
the centroid being located partially towards the center away
from the warmest colours. However, the centroid is also
considerably apart from the center of the cloud due to the
tight clustering of higher probability particles to the south. In
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Fig. 10: Location estimates from the SISA algorithm (black)
against the GPS corrected ded-reckoned locations (red) and
the pure ded-reckoned locations (blue) from the 2010 dataset

the higher variability case the SISA algorithm has the ability to
perform significant corrective actions to the location estimate.
In regions of lower terrain variability the SISA algorithm
generally defers to the ded-reckoned measurement update as
the region of high probabilities crosses the center of the
gaussian distributed particles.
The location estimates from the SISA algorithm on the postprocessed data-sets obtained in 2010 and 2012 are shown in
Figs. 10 and 11
The location estimates from the SISA algorithm when

compared to the pure ded-reckoned estimates are shown to
have a bounded error with respect to the GPS corrected dedreckoned location estimates in these two datasets. For both
data-sets the SISA algorithm was run 100 times to ensure
the convergence with the chosen number of particles using a
randomized seed for each run. In the 2010 data-set the glider
flew straight out the bay and past the boundary of the map. In
this case the SISA algorithm was able to maintain reasonably
close convergence to the GPS corrected ded-reckoned location
with a RMS error of about 25 m and a peak error of about
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Fig. 13: RMS error and peak error from 100 monte-carlo
simulations of the SISA algorithm from the 2012 dataset
significantly different from the compass value as a result of the
ded-reckoning solution breaking down due to unknown ocean
currents. During regular operations, the glider approximates
water velocities which cause errors in its navigation solution
through the periodic GPS location updates. By removing these
updates the vehicle’s ded-reckoning is reliant on the speed
through water only. With the inclusion of additional beams
it may be possible to include a water velocity estimator
into the navigation algorithm, however, with only a single
beam an estimate of the water velocities was not able to
converge. The 2010 and 2012 tests were performed in a coastal
environment with tidal currents on the order of 0.25 m/s and
intermittent storms with wind speeds in excess of 80 km/hr
resulting in strong surface currents. Missions which avoid
the surface currents or take place outside of the influence of
tidal currents may be better suited to estimating the water
velocities. Additionally, while consuming more power a DVL
could provide additional altitude readings and the speed over
ground which could further improve these results.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

75 m as shown in Fig. 12. Additionally, the algorithm found
convergence in all 100 monte-carlo simulations using 1200
particles. In the 2012 data-set the vehicle flew in overlapping
rectangles up the bay and found convergence in all 100 montecarlo simulations using 4000 particles as shown in Fig. 13. The
RMS error for the 2012 dataset was around 35 m and the peak
error was about 100 m for the runs which did not diverge.
The total distance traversed in the 2010 dataset was around
1600 m and in the 2012 dataset around 9200 m. In this
work it was noted that the SISA algorithm is particularly
sensitive to the vehicle bearing over ground being represented
well by the heading from the compass as this measurement
is used to propagate the particle cloud forward. Regions
of poor matching between the bearing and compass value
result in large aggregations of error. The bearing can become

Expanding the role and usage of underwater gliders is a
focus of ongoing research. This work has presented a map
based navigational technique for suitable for a low power
embedded processor which may run on an underwater glider
using an augmented sequential importance sampling method.
In this method, termed the sequential importance sampling
accumulating algorithm, the vehicle location estimate starts
from a known location and makes many guesses, or particles,
of the location where the next water depth measurement is.
These particles are centered around the ded-reckoned glider
location estimate. For each particle, the water depth is interpolated from the bathymetric map and compared to the measured
value to establish the likelihood, or weight, of the vehicle
being at that particle’s location. The centroid of the weighted
particles gives the location estimate of the algorithm for that

water depth measurement. In subsequent measurements, the
prior measurement’s particles are used as well to give a better
estimate by concentrating the highest weights around regions
in the particle cloud which repeatedly have high weights. The
number of priors used is limited to the previous 10 minutes to
keep the computation time down and are given less importance
the farther back in time they are.
The algorithm was used to navigate the vehicle through two
datasets offline which were collected previously in October
2010 and 2012 in Holyrood Arm, Newfoundland through 100
monte carlo simulations. In the 2010 dataset the vehicle drives
straight out of the bay and leaves the bounds of the map.
For the portion of the mission which is aided by the map
the vehicle achieves a RMS error of about 25m with a peak
error of about 75m. In the 2012 data-set the vehicle flew in
overlapping rectangles up the bay and acheived a RMS error
of around 35 m and the peak error of about 100 m.
Future work in this area will need to address the inclusion
of a DVL into the navigation algorithm. This inclusion will
extend the algorithm to be able to be used with gliders using an
auxiliary propulsion system to move in constant depth or constant altitude modes. Furthermore, measurements of the earth’s
main magnetic field may provide additional information to the
navigation algorithm when used in conjunction with magnetic
anomaly maps.
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